
 

Rare discovery of Late Roman official buried
in Leicester
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The Late Roman belt set found with Skeleton 23, comprising a belt buckle, belt
plate and strap end. Credit: University of Leicester

Archaeologists from University of Leicester Archaeological Services
(ULAS) have recently excavated a Late Roman cemetery at Western
Road in Leicester's West End. Amongst the 83 skeletons recorded by the
team, one burial is proving to be very exciting.

The simple grave in question had been dug into mudstone on the west
bank of the River Soar, to the south-west of the Roman town close to the
important road known as the Fosse Way. Buried in the grave was the
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remains of a middle-aged man wearing an elaborately decorated belt in a
style that would have been worn by a Late Roman soldier or civil servant
during the second half of the 4th century or the early 5th century AD.

The find, which is rare in Britain, was positioned at the waist of the
skeleton and comprises a belt buckle, belt plate and strap end.

Nick Cooper, Post-Excavation Manager at ULAS, said: "The survival of
the delicate thin sheet bronze belt plate is remarkable. It is cast in the so-
called 'chip-carved' style decorated with interlocking spirals and would
have been riveted to a wide leather belt or girdle with a thinner securing
strap running through the buckle and ending with the strap end."

The buckle is decorated with dolphin heads and the strap end is
decorated with crouching dogs on either side of its tapered end.
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The belt buckle is decorated with dolphin heads. Credit: University of Leicester

Parallels for this belt set have been found in other Late Roman
cemeteries, for example in London, Dorchester on Thames and
Winchester, and at the shore fort on the opposite side of the English
Channel at Oudenburg in Belgium.

Research shows that these belts were worn across north-eastern France,
Belgium, and along the eastern frontier of the Roman Empire, running
along the Rivers Rhine and Danube, where soldiers were stationed.
There is some contemporary pictorial evidence to suggest that this type,
specifically, was worn by members of the Late Roman military and
civilian elite and that the belts were important symbols of authority.

The recent discovery at Western Road is the first occurrence of such a
complex belt set in Roman Leicester. The belt's owner was aged between
36 and 45 when he died. He had survived poor health in childhood to
lead a comparatively fit adult life but at some point he had fractured his
left forearm; an injury that had healed well but left his wrist weakened.
This type of injury is known as a 'parry fracture' and is typically caused
by raising the arm to ward off a blow or a falling object. The man had
also damaged muscles in his upper right arm and shoulder. Such injuries
could possibly be caused by over-use, overextending the muscles with
movements such as throwing and lifting. Whilst it is difficult to identify
exactly what caused these injuries, they are consistent with those a
soldier might suffer and reinforce the theory that this man was either a
member of the late Roman army or, perhaps following retirement,
became an important local civil servant.
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The strap end is decorated with crouching dogs on either side of its tapered end.
Credit: University of Leicester

The project is funded by Jamie Lewis Residential as part of the site's
redevelopment. Excavation and analysis of the skeletal assemblage has
been carried out by a multi-disciplinary team of researchers from
University of Leicester Archaeological Services (ULAS), York
Osteoarchaeology Ltd., the Scottish Universities Environmental
Research Centre (SUERC) and the British Geological Survey (BGS).
The belt has been conserved by Graham Morgan.

The belt buckle and other finds from the excavation will be on display
on Sunday 10 July at 'Bringing Our Past To Life', an exciting family
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friendly heritage day at Jewry Wall Museum, Leicester (11am-4pm). For
more information on the event:

  
 

  

The bronze belt plate is cast in the so-called ‘chip-carved’ style and would have
been riveted to a wide leather belt or girdle with a thinner securing strap running
through the buckle and ending with the strap end. Credit: University of Leicester
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The grave of Skeleton 23, thought to be a Late Roman soldier or civil servant.
The belt buckle was found next to the right hip (circled). Credit: University of
Leicester
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